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1 Introduction

Human-instructable computing seeks to develop intelligent
devices that can be taught by natural human instruction. By
“natural,” we mean patterns of communication that humans
use in every-day human-to-human teaching, such as (1) giv-
ing explicit definitions and examples of concepts, rules and
conditions, (2) describing and providing demonstrations of
procedures, and (3) providing various kinds of feedback in
response to the student’s behavior. We refer to these patterns
of instruction as natural instruction methods.

Translating these forms of instruction into inputs for ma-
chine learning algorithms (e.g., example-label pairs, exe-
cution traces, rewards for reinforcement learning) is non-
trivial, because humans opportunistically (and sometimes
quite rapidly) interleave instruction methods without explic-
itly stating what method of teaching they are using. While
the problem is intuitive, the actual extent to which teachers
change between methods, and the cues that might be available
to automatically detect these changes, has not to our knowl-
edge been explicitly studied.

To gain a better understanding of how humans naturally
deliver instructions, and what will be needed to eventually
map natural instruction into machine learning methods (such
as concept [Natarajan et al., 2010], procedure [Winner and
Veloso, 2003], or reinforcement [Knox and Stone, 2010]
learning algorithms) in an end-to-end human-instructable
agent, we perform here a behavioral study similar to that of
[Kim et al., 2009], in which human teachers provide instruc-
tions to a simulated robot student that is secretly controlled
by a human. Through careful analysis of the transcripts, we
find that while many teaching patterns are straightforward to
map into machine learning targets, humans do indeed use a
number of teaching patterns that are difficult to automatically
interpret. In particular we found that humans often use what
we term implicit teaching methods, and we detail here sev-
eral forms of these implicit methods. We also found that we
could group teachers according to three different organiza-
tional styles based on the frequency and manner of interleav-
ing teaching methods. To highlight the challenges involved in
interpreting these and other teacher instructions and teaching
styles, we conclude by describing an initial automatic teacher
instruction recognition system and describe its results.

2 Experiments

In our experimental protocol, novice human participants used
a multi-modal teaching interface to teach a series of inter-
dependent concepts and tasks to a simulated electronic stu-
dent in a Wizard of Oz paradigm.

The teaching interface (shown partly in Fig. 1) was de-
signed so that we did not depend on parsing and interpret-
ing natural language input but instead used standard GUI ele-
ments to allow users to provide instructions in the form of text
entry, menu and button clicks, and mouse manipulation of
icons that could be easily parsed by a machine, even if the true
“meaning” of those instructions might be difficult to interpret
by an algorithm. While any interface naturally imposes some
structure on the user, we attempted to make it as easy as possi-
ble for teachers to switch between procedure demonstration,
object labeling, testing, and providing feedback to the student
(both in the form of positive or negative rewards and indica-
tions that a specific goal has been achieved).

Figure 1: Teaching Interface: Instruction Command Interface

We asked 44 participants to teach a task to an “electronic
student” in an Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(ISR) domain in which the Student controls a simulated un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) and is taught to carry out mis-
sions. The UAV has limited ability to sense the world – cam-
era and radiation sensors – and there are two kinds of objects
in the world: cargo boats and fishing boats. The Teacher’s
task was to teach the Student how to distinguish the types
of boat, to use the radiation sensor only on cargo boats, and
to generate a report of any high radiation readings. Teach-
ing sessions were recorded and a transcript of the Teacher-
Student interaction was generated for each teaching session.



3 Analysis of Teaching Patterns
Our analysis of the transcripts and post-teaching question-
naires is exploratory in nature. Our goal is to discover if hu-
man instructions with a flexible interface such as the Instruc-
tion Command Interface (ICI) could be easily translated into
inputs for machine learning systems, and if not, identify the
kinds of teaching patterns a system would need to accommo-
date. We found that there are indeed several teaching patterns
that may be challenging for automated systems, but which are
quite common and natural for untrained human teachers.

3.1 Multiple uses of the procedure demonstration
facility

According to our transcripts, an estimated 41% used the pro-
cedure demonstration facility in ways that were not originally
foreseen in our design. In particular:

A. Implicit Object Labeling. Of the 41% of teachers
who used the procedure demonstration facility in unexpected
ways, 25% appear to have used it as a means to label objects.
In these cases, teachers maneuvered the UAV up to an object
and then appeared to use the name of the object as the name of
a procedure. We called this general pattern implicit labeling.

To illustrate the challenge of identifying implicit labeling,
we first show an example of explicit labeling. In the following
transcript excerpt1, the Teacher selects a boat from the map
interface (pointing and clicking with the mouse) and then en-
ters the object label; this produces the following command in
the transcript:
12: 12:32 Object @lat. = 39.04, long. = -122.89

is a good example of object label ’Cargo Boat’
(Object name = Boat11)

This command is unambiguous and directly interpretable as
labeling the object.

Contrastingly, in implicit labeling the teacher first provides
the label as the name of a new procedure, the procedure is
started, the UAV is positioned near an object, and then the
student may be instructed to track the object. This is demon-
strated in the following transcript excerpt; here the teacher
introduces the concepts ‘Cargo Boat’ and ‘Fishing Boat’:
39: 43:29 T: Start good example of procedure ’Cargo Boat’
40: 43:38 T: Fly plane to object/location @ lat= 39.10,

lon= -122.82 (Object name = Boat10)
41: 44:13 T: Use camera to track object/location @ lat

39.10, lon -122.82 (Object name = Boat10)
43: 44:52 T: End example of procedure ’Cargo Boat’

(...change in location...)
53: 48:23 T: Start good example of procedure ’Fishing Boat’
54: 48:30 T: Fly plane to object/location @ lat= 39.09,

lon= -122.86 (Object name = Boat12)
55: 49:08 T: Use camera to track object/location @ lat.

39.04, lon. -122.80 (Object name = Boat12)
58: 51:58 T: End example of procedure ’Fishing Boat’

A direct interpretation of these actions as defining a pro-
cedure appears to miss that the teacher is labeling the boats,
however, the name conventions provide the main evidence.
In each of these cases, the teacher instructed the student to
move the UAV very close to the object (e.g., directly above
the boat) and track it (Figure 2). Provided we are correct in

1Transcript excerpts are formatted as follows: Line number,
timestamp, source (T indicates Teacher’s command and SR indicates
Student’s response) and content.

Figure 2: Map Display: A display of the progression of
teacher commands (31-43) defining a good example of pro-
cedure Cargo Boat from the earlier transcript excerpt.

interpreting this as implicit labeling, the challenge would be
for an automated interface to infer that the teacher is indeed
labeling.

B. Implicit Procedure Definition. In addition to the un-
expected use of procedure demonstration for implicit object
labeling, we also observed many cases (for all but 2 teachers)
in which procedures appeared to be taught but the procedure
facility was not used. In these cases, we observed teachers
directing the Student to perform sequences of steps repeat-
edly, such as using the sensors to gather information and then
generating a report. It appears that the teachers assumed the
Student was “paying attention” to these sequences and would
be able to infer the boundaries between the implicit procedure
definitions.

C. Ill-defined Procedure Boundaries. We also found that
human teachers frequently give procedure definitions with
imprecise limits: the teacher provides action commands well
outside the explicitly defined boundaries, although those ap-
pear to be key parts of the intended procedure. These behav-
ior illustrates that we cannot rely on the human to provide
correctly the begins and ends for every lesson.

Overall, these varied uses of the procedure demonstration
facility reveal that the mapping from natural human teaching
to machine learning inputs requires some sophistication.

3.2 Frequent use of testing followed by feedback
Another class of patterns we observed pertains to the fre-
quency of testing paired with teaching. Half of our teachers
preferred to test the Student right after each lesson while the
rest tested less frequently. Only five participants did not test
the Student at all.

Testing and Feedback. One of the most frequent patterns
we observed was the ‘teach-test-feedback’ loop, where the
Teacher immediately follows the introduction of a new con-
cept by testing the Student and then complementing the les-
son with some feedback on Student’s performance.

3.3 Different “types” of teachers
Finally, our transcript analysis also revealed three distinct
styles of teaching based on the organization of lessons: (1)
Structured teachers (16%) provided instructions to the Stu-
dent in a very organized way, always labeling objects explic-



itly and using the procedure demonstration facility to define
procedures. They tested the Student only on previously taught
concepts. (2) Semi-structured teachers (50%) began with a
less structured teaching style but became progressively more
structured as the teaching session continued. They made use
of the GUI features almost as intended, sometimes with early
exploration of usage. Some of these teachers never made
use of the interface’s procedure construct tool. (3) Free style
teachers (34%) were the most difficult to follow, mainly be-
cause these teachers made use of GUI features in novel ways,
such as using procedures for implicit labeling and sometimes
using testing tools before teaching, perhaps because of high
expectations of the Student’s initial capabilities.

4 Automatically Decoding Teacher Intentions
The goal of this study was to identify teaching patterns that
would allow us to automatically convert teacher actions into
machine learning patterns. In this section, we describe a base-
line system that attempts to convert as much of a transcript
as possible into segmented teacher intentions. This includes
identifying which instructions appear to be about “setting up
a lesson” (e.g., maneuvering the UAV to a particular loca-
tion) as opposed to actual object or procedure lessons, and
when a procedure is really an implicit definition. This initial
approach is intentionally simple, in order to draw attention to
areas where simple techniques are likely to fail.

4.1 Human Transcript Annotation
In the first phase of our approach we identified a set of labels
that can be applied to each line of a transcript to indicate how
the teacher intended each instruction to be used by a learning
system. Two human annotators labeled each of the 44 tran-
scripts, according to the set shown in left column of Figure 3.

4.2 Automatic Transcript Annotation
Once the transcripts were annotated, we constructed a simple
script that attempted to use the heuristics the human annota-
tors used while performing the annotation. The center column
of Figure 3 provides a quick description of these heuristics.

All 44 transcripts were annotated using the script and the
resulting labels were compared with the human labels. We
found that for the most part, transcripts could be automati-
cally annotated based on the small set of rules and heuristics.
The right column of Figure 3 shows which commands could
be automatically translated to agree with the human labels:
instructions labeled with a checkmark were annotated with
100% accuracy. Instructions labeled with an ’X’ or the check
with a star were not labeled accurately: in these cases, the
script could not handle implicit object and procedure defini-
tions, and “Setting Up” commands were identified correctly
only when the script correctly identify the teaching that fol-
lowed.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
Our analysis has shown that human teachers often give in-
structions that require considerable interpretation and are
not amenable to straightforward, direct identification. Hu-
mans make extensive use of implicit instructions, often fail to

Figure 3: Automatic Transcript Annotation (* means only
when teaching command has been correctly identified)

clearly indicate the beginnings and ends of lessons, appear to
rely on meaningful linguistic names for objects and procedure
labels,

We found that while a relatively simple set of rules can
accommodate important aspects of human instruction, a suc-
cessful instructable robot will need to deal with the more sub-
tle forms of teaching we found in our transcripts.

A critical next step is to improve recognition of implicit
instructions used in semi-structured and freestyle teaching.
This in turn will allow us to better detect the different orga-
nizational styles of humans. More specifically, the automatic
identification of implicit object labeling and implicit proce-
dures as well as teacher-specified procedure boundaries needs
to be improved and tested. Not only will this help robots learn
from natural instructions, it will also be useful for helping
the robot actively guide the interaction through robot-human
feedback.
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